
Measurement of Switched Capacitors Filter

LTC1060

Instructions for laboratory measurement.



The object of the measurement is to learn about basic characteristics of LTC 1060 chip. The
chip is produced by Linear Technology company. It includes two universal feedback blocks
of integrators. It is possible to realize two biquadratic sections (so called biquads) using this
blocks. Using this start kit students can design some filter, measure the frequency response
and prove main characteristics of switched capacitor circuit.

Kit Description

The start kit is based on LTC 1060 circuit which enable to realize two general 2nd order
biquads (connected in cascade). The kit includes protective circuits for voltage supply against
overvoltage and reversing of polarity. Next the start kit includes circuit for clock signal
conditioning (input clock signal can be within 0..5V to ±15V). Complete start kit connection
is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: Circuit diagram of the start kit.

The start kit enables chip to operate in all of major modes. First of all it is mode 3
and 3 a suitable for most of filters from 1st to 4th order, including nonelliptic (mode 3) and
elliptic (mode 3 a) filter transfer functions.

The mode 3 utilizes R1 to R4 resistors for first section. The second section uses resistor
R6 ≡ Rh in case of highpass, R7 ≡ Rl for lowpass or R8 for bandpass and next resistors R12

to R14. The output signal is necessary to take from the output amplifier IO3A. The gain of
this amplifier is adjusted by ratio of feed back resistor R15 and resistor R16, R17 or R18. The
choice of the second resistor is given by transfer function type as well as in case of resistor
R6, R7 and R8, see datasheet.

It is necessary to bypass resistors R6 −R16, R7 −R17 or R8 −R18 by one resistor, in case
of 2nd order filter realization, see figure 2. It is possible to realize modes 1, 1a∗, 2, 3, 3a,
4∗, 4a∗, 5∗, 6a, 6b∗ and 7∗ using jumpers J9 and J10. Modes marked by asterisk (∗) can be
realized by start kit only as 2nd order systems.

The output signal should pass through output amplifier as was mentioned. The chip
LTC 1060 is protected from overload (RL < 1 kΩ) by this way. It is also possible to level off
the quantized output signal using capacitor C10.
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Project of measurement

Design frequency depending system based on LTC 1060 chip according to teacher assignment.
You can use Syntfil package in Maple program or design relations reffered-to chip datasheet1.
Design also complete electrical connection of the chip according to used mode of operation.
Next realize designed circuit diagram by the start kit and measure frequency response (mod-
ule and phase). Circuit layout is shown in figure 2. The results should be processed by
teacher instructions.

Figure 2: Printed circuit with circuit layout of the start kit.

Examples

Four illustrative examples of filter design is introduced in the end of this instruction. Design
of passband filter is described in the first two cases. The first one with the Chebyshev
approximation of magnitude characteristic and the second one with the Cauer approximation.
The third example is an example of lowpass filter with Bessel approximation. The fourth
order of approximation is chosen for all mentioned filters. The last example describe design
of 2nd order all-phase network. The ratio of clock and central filter frequency is chosen
fCLK

f0
= fCLK

fp
= ratio = 50 in the all cases.

Filter specification for the first two cases follows:

• passband ripple for the 1st and 2nd case: ap = 2 and 1 dB,

• stopband attenuation: as = 20dB,

• central frequency: f0 = 1kHz,

• passband width for the 1st and 2nd case: ∆fp = 500 and 600Hz,

• stopband width for the 1st and 2nd case: ∆fs = 1.5 and 1.4 kHz,

• gain for both of the filters: H0 = 1.

Clock frequency was chosen fCLK = 50kHz for the both cases. Calculated resistors values
in [kΩ] are writen in tables 1 and 2. Symbols in brackets determine the resistors of 2nd section
(biquad). All resistor values are rounded to standard values in row E24. Resistor values of
output amplifier must be chosen for first example (Chebyshev approximation)2. The resistor
values are R18 = R15 = 10 kΩ for gain −1 of output amplifier.

1It is necessary to choose some variables
2Output pin of LTC 1060 circuit cannot be load – minimal resistor value is 10 kΩ
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resistor R1 (R8) R2 (R12) R3 (R13) R4 (R14)
section 1 62 10 62 15
section 2 15 15 62 10

Table 1: Resistor values in [kΩ] for 4th order bandpass with Chebyshev approximation.

resistor R1 R2 (R12) R3 (R13) R4 (R14) R6 (R16) R7 (R17) R15

section 1 62 10 43 18 13 75 –
section 2 – 18 43 10 56 10 24

Table 2: Resistor values in [kΩ] for 4th order bandpass with Cauer approximation.

The design was performed in mathematical program Maple using special package – Syntfil.
Here are links to design of the first example and second example, including input files for
Maple – first.mws, second.mws. The designs include also frequency responses of filters which
can be used for verification of measured data.

Specification of the third example follows. It is lowpass filter with Bessel approximation
of magnitude characteristic.

• passband ripple: ap = 3dB,

• stopband attenuation: as = 20dB,

• cutoff frequency: fp = 5 kHz,

• stopband frequency: fs = 14kHz,

• gain of the filter: H0 = 1.

Clock frequency was chosen fCLK = 250 kHz. Calculated resistors values in [kΩ] are
writen in table 3. Symbols in brackets also determine the resistors of 2nd section (biquad).
All resistor values are rounded to standard values in row E24. The output signal, pin 20 of
the chip, is again connected to output amplifier with gain equal 1, i. e. R17 = R15 = 10 kΩ.

resistor R1 (R7) R2 (R12) R3 (R13) R4 (R14)
section 1 10 27 13 10
section 2 13 27 10 13

Table 3: Resistor values in [kΩ] for 4th order lowpass with Bessel approximation.

The design was also performed in Maple program with Syntfil package. Here are links
to design which contain also LC ladder synthesis, ARC synthesis, analysis of filter struc-
tures directly in Maple worksheet using Syrup package and process of protocol creation for
typographical system LATEX. The Maple worksheet can be downloaded here.

The design of the allpass filter is described in the end of this guide. Start from specification
of 2nd order allpass because the start kit enables to realize only one section in mode 4 or 4a.
Here are parameters of the allpass:

f0 = 5 kHz, Q = 3.3 and gain H0 = 1.

Clock frequency was chosen exactly fifty multiple of central frequency f0, i. e. fCLK =
250kHz. It leads to advantage – realisation by mode 4, see design in Maple program with
Syntfil package (or directly Maple worksheet here). Calculated resistors values in [kΩ] are
writen in table 4. The output signal, pin 3 of the chip, is again connected to output amplifier
with gain equal 1. In this case we bypass end pins of resistors R6 → R16 by one resistor
with value 10 kΩ and next use resistor R15 = 10 kΩ.

resistor R1 R2 R3 R4

section 1 10 10 33 –

Table 4: Resistor values in [kΩ] for 2th order allpass network with f0 = 5kHz and Q = 3.3.
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